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Reported Unwanted Sexual Experiences by 
Location

- A total of 994 unwanted 
sexual experiences were 
reported by our students.  
 
- The majority (80%) of 
unwanted sexual 
experiences occurred at 
an on campus location.  
 
Please note that one 
student may report 
multiple unwanted sexual 
experiences.   



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Direct Experiences of Sexual Misconduct Groupings 
 

Non-physical Negative Sexual Experiences - includes an other person: making comments of a sexual 
nature to you, making jokes of a sexual nature to you, making gestures of a sexual nature to you, 
spreading rumors about your sexual orientation, spreading rumors of a sexual nature about you and 
Asking for sexual favors in exchange for something. 
 
Physical Negative Sexual Experiences (excluding rape) – includes an other person: touching you in an 
unwelcomed sexual way, grabbing you in an unwelcomed sexual way, pinching you in an unwelcomed 
sexual way, and purposefully brushing up against you in an unwelcomed sexual way. 
 
Exposure – includes another person “flashing or exposing themselves to you and mooning you”. 
 
Rape – includes those experiences categorized as rape (rape is defined as vaginal, oral, or anal 
penetration with an object or body part).  
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Recurrence of Incidences of Unwanted Sexual 
Experiences

- A total of 179 reports 
evidenced 3 or more 
incidents of unwanted 
sexual experiences.  
 
- Roughly 30% of 
individuals reported a 
single occurrence of some 
type of unwanted sexual 
experience.  
 
Please note that one 
student may report 
multiple unwanted sexual 
experiences.   
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For those students 
who reporting an 
unwanted 
nonphysical sexual 
experience, this 
graphic represents 
the percentage of 
students for each 
number of 
experiences category

Demographic variables for those students reporting unwanted nonphysical sexual experiences: 
 
Gender:  Female =  68.8% ; Male = 27.5%; Transgender = 1.5%; Other = 2.1% 
Residential Location:  On-Campus = 23.7%; Off-Campus = 76.3% 
Veterans = 4% 
International students = 4% 

Non-Physical Unwanted Direct Sexual Experiences 

Physical Unwanted Direct Sexual Experiences (excluding Rape) 
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Demographic variables for those students reporting unwanted physical sexual experiences (excluding 
rape): 
 
Gender:  Female =  84% ; Male = 9%; Transgender = 4.5%; Other = 2.2% 
Residential Location:  On-Campus = 32.9%; Off-Campus = 67.1% 
Veterans = 2% 
International students = 4% 

Exposure Direct Sexual Experiences  
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Unwanted sexual experiences - Exposure (n = 28) 
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 Demographic variables for those students reporting unwanted sexual experiences - exposure: 
 
Gender:  Female =  50% ; Male = 30%; Transgender = 20%; Other = 0% 
Residential Location:  On-Campus = 25%; Off-Campus = 75% 
Veterans = 0% 
International students = 14% 

Direct Sexual Experiences - Rape 
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Demographic variables for those students reporting unwanted sexual experiences - rape: 
 
Gender:  Female =  75% ; Male = 10%; Transgender = 15%; Other = 0% 
Residential Location:  On-Campus = 40%; Off-Campus = 60% 
Veterans = 0% 
International students = 0% 


